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point is^ obscured in modern texts by editorial emenda-
tion, it is as well to have the words of the Folio before
us (11. 75-9)- They follow Touchstone's discourse of
the Knight, the Pancakes and the Mustard:
CeL Prethee, who is't that thou means't?
Clo. One that old Fredericke your Father loues.
Rof. My Fathers loue is enough to honor him enough;
fpeake no more of him, you! be whipt for taxation one of
thefe daies.
Because 'Frederick was not her father but CeliaV
Theobald deprived Rosalind of her speech and gave it
to her cousin, and all modern editors follow him.
Nevertheless, the Folio assignment is undoubtedly
correct. Capell long ago pointed out that the epithet
*old* dearly belongs to Duke Senior, and that 'we have
no cause to think that Celia would have been so alert
in taking up the clown for reflecting upon her father**
Apart from this the injured pride in the words *My
father's love is enough to honour him' and the con-
tingent threat in 'you'll be whipped for taxation one of
these days* must belong to Rosalind, while it is hardly
credible that even a licensed fool would dare to refer to
the duke de facto—and so irascible a tyrant!—as 'old
Frederick/ This being so we are forced to conclude
that *old Frederick* was a mistake on the part of Shake-
speare, who in revising the play remembered the name
Frederick but forgot that it belonged to the younger and
not the older duke. And that the name should be used
incorrectly at i. 2.76 and correctly a]t I. 2.222 supplies
a pretty piece of evidence in support of our textual
analysis of that scene.
Other inconsistencies can be most readily explained
in the same fashion. There is,.for instance, a glaring
inconsistency as regards rime, as was first pointed out,
we believe, by P. A. Daniel1. In the opening scene of
1 Time-analysis of the plots of Shakespeare's plays (New
Shak. Soc.), p. 156.

